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Mr. David B. Mcwilliams, 
220 Cottingham Street, 
Toronto 7, Ontario

53A85SE8eiS 63.2463 PAIPOONGE
010

Dear Mr, Mcwilliams:

This report describes the results of a combined program of geo 

physical and geochemical survey conducted on your two blocks of silver 

claims in the Port Arthur Area. The results are depicted on the four 

plans accompanying this report, plotted to a scale l" " 200*. The 

survey has encountered some interesting indications which merit further 

investigation.

PROPERTY. LOCATION AND ACCESS -

The two blocks of claims are located at a short distance from each 

other at the southwest corner of Paipoonge Township, District of Thunder 

Bay, Ontario. They are identified as follows:

(1) 4-claim group-TB-112985, TB-112968, TB-111689, TB-1U890;

(2) 3-claimgroup-TB-113251, TB-113252, TB-113253.

The location is at about two to three miles southwest of the Village 

of Stanley, which is about 16 miles due west of Fort William.

Access was readily made by motor road from Fort William via 

Stanley to the claim groups.

GENERAL GEOLOGY AND MINERAL OCCURRENCE -

General geology of the area is on Map No. 19601, Ontario Depart 

ment of Mines, accompanying a report by W. W. Moorhouse (Vol. LXK, 

Part 7, 1960, O. D. M.). In short, the southeast parts of the claim groups
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are buttes of Keweenawan diabase, and the northwest parts are underlain 

by argillite and greywacke of the Rove Formation (Animikie). Diabase 

sills in the area have known thicknesses of from 100 feet to not more 

than 200 feet.

Map No. 19601 shows several east-northeasterly faults in the 

area. These are post diabase faults and apparently related to some of 

the silver-b ear ing quartz-calcite veins found in the area. One of these 

known faults runs across your four-claim group and an old pit or shaft 

has been located along this fault in Claim TB-111689.

Mineral occurrences in the area are on Map 2065, O. D. M. 

This map shows a large number of silver occurrences in the vicinity. 

The better known ones are the Beaver Mine, Badger Mine and Porcupine 

Jr. Mine, Porcupine Mine, Rabbit Mountain Mine and West Beaver Mine. 

These occurrences are located within 31/2 miles to the south and south- 

west from your property. The above-said map also shows a silver occur 

rence on the southwest part of your 4-claim group.

Many attempts have been made to produce silver in the area. 

The silver is located in calcite veins containing sparse metallic sulphides 

and silver. The veins are closely associated with minor faults cutting 

the Rove Formation and the diabase. There is no large deposit known 

in the area, but some high-grade ore was found in the old days. Re 

cently, with reviving interests in the area, Creswel Mines announced 

the discovery of rich silver at the Porcupine Mine, 21/4 miles to the 

southwest of your 4-claim group. The discovery was made from a raise
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driven up from the second level, designed to test a 6 inch vein. This vein 

assayed l, 299. l ozs. silver per ton across 6 inches (Northern Miner, Page 

13, October 31, 1968). 

SURVEY DATA -

The geophysical and geochemical surveys were carried out along 

picket lines cut at 400 foot intervals, north-south, to cover the two claim 

groups. These picket lines were turned off from east-west base lines cut 

across the central parts of the two properties. The electromagnetic surveys 

were carried out by using a Sharpe SE-200 unit for the possibilities of heavy 

concentrations of conductive minerals, and by using a Ronka EM-16 unit 

for faults which may be associated with minor concentration of conductive 

minerals and/or silver-bearing quartz-calcite veins. The geochemical 

survey was carried out by collecting soil samples from shallow depths, 

using a hand auger. The samples were collected from depths ranging from 

6 inches to 2 feet, due to shallow overburden. The samples were assayed 

by Technical Service Laboratories of Toronto, using hot acid extraction, and 

the determinations for Cu, Pb and Zn were by atomic absorption method. 

All stations were established at 100 foot intervals. The instrumentations

are given on the appendix.
Claim Llnecuttlng Ronka EM-16 SE-200 Survey Geochemical 
group (mileage) Survey(mileage) (mileage) Survey(mileage)
TB-112985,
112966, 111689,
111690 4.70 4.61 4.05 4.05
TB-113251,
113252, 118253 4.33______8.70_______8. 70________8.70

Total 9.03 8.31 7.75 7.75
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SURVEY RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION -

(1) Four Claim Group; The Ronka EM-18 survey encountered four 

series of weak conductors on the 4-claim group. Two of these 

are located along the north face of the diabase cliff at the north 

part of the property. These conductors are characterized by 

out-of-phase changes up to l Oft, while the in-phase readings 

changed strongly to the negative. The in-phase readings are 

apparently affected to a large degree by the cliff face. It follows 

that their electromagnetic conduction is considered weak and the 

conductors are inferred as indicating a minor fault zone.

The SE-200 survey obtained no indication of any sizeable conduc 

tive body located along this fault. The geochemical survey, how 

ever, outlined an impressive anomaly with readings of over 250 

p. p. m. in zinc along this inferred fault zone. The geochemical 

anomaly apparently spreads down slope from the vicinity of the 

Ronka EM-16 conductors. Strong geochemical indications are 

concentrated along the northeastern part of the conductor zone on 

Lines 26E and 30E. This anomalous area is marked "A" and has 

readings of l , 000 p. p. m. to 1,800 p. p. m. zinc. In fact, this is 

the strongest geochemical anomaly encountered on the property 

and is considered significant.

A Ronka EM-18 conductor, similar to the above, is located near 

an old shaft located In Claim TB-111689. Marginal indications
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suggested the possibility of an east*westerly zone which runs to 

ward Elgin Lake. The eastern part of this zone has apparently 

been tested by a drill hole located near L22E. This zone coin 

cides closely with the fault indicated on geological map 2065, 

O, D, M., and the old shaft is taken as the silver occurrence in 

dicated here on said map.

The SE-200 survey obtained no positive indication of an appreciable 

concentration of conductive minerals along this zone. However, 

the geochemical survey outlined a narrow anomaly with readings 

of 250 p. p. m. to 350 p. p. m. zinc, for a length of about l, 600 

feet, along and Just down slope from this indicated zone. A stronger 

geochemical anomaly marked "B" on the geochemical plan accom 

panying this report is located to the southwest of the shaft area. 

This geochemical anomaly "B" has readings of up to 500 p. p. m. 

zinc along and to the northwest of a diabase cliff - similar to the 

southwestern part of "A". The electromagnetic indications here 

are inconclusive, but the occurrence of vein structure is con 

sidered possible.

At about 300 feet to 500 feet to the south of the shaft zone, the 

Ronka EM-16 survey encountered a weak conductor zone which 

has an indicated length of about l, 700 feet. Again the SE 200 

survey encountered no indication of a sizeable body of conductive 

material. The geochemical survey encountered a weak anomaly
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at the eastern end of the zone, at the shore of Elgin Lake. This 

fact suggests a possibility that mineral-bearing section of the 

Indicated structure may occur below the covering diabase. 

(2) Three Claim Group; The Ronka EM-16 survey encountered a 

series of marginal conductors along the ridge of sediments at 

the western part of the property. There are also few isolated 

marginal conducting points in the vicinity. Since the SE-200 and 

the geochemical survey encountered negative results here, the 

marginal indications are considered as indicating minor struc 

tures of no economic interests on the property.

The geochemical survey encountered several narrow and weak 

anomalies on other parts of these claim groups. All except 

one are within 375 p. p. m. zinc. An erratic occurrence of minor 

mineral may occur on this claim group. The exception, one read 

ing of 725 p. p. m, zinc, is located at the northeast boundary of 

the claim group. The location is close to a road and hard to in* 

terpret.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS -

The combined geophysical and geochemical survey has success 

fully checked the possibilities of the properties and encountered an in 

teresting zone at the north part of the 4-claim group (Anomaly "A" area) 

for a possible new silver occurrence. This anomalious zone is charac 

terized by a series of weak electromagnetic conductors associated with
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geochemical anomalies of up to i, 600 p. p. m. cine. The geophysical 

and geochemical indications are stronger, wider and much longer 

than those encountered over the shaft zone where a silver occurrence 

is said to occur. There are other less interesting indications en 

countered on the two properties. They have been described in detail 

in the section on survey results. One of these (Anomaly "B") may 

have some possibilities.

The overburden at the anomalious areas is apparently very 

shallow. The writer, therefore, recommends to trench across the 

choice parts of the areas at Anomalies "A" and also "B" for the pos 

sibilities of silver-bear ing veins. It is also considered justified to 

test drill the conductor located at "A" if the area is covered by large 

rock fragments.

Yours very truly, 

CANA EXPLORATION CONSULTANTS LIMITED

SSStrk 
Encl.

Toronto, Ontario 
November 11, 1968

S. S. Scetu, Ph. D. 
Consulting Geologist

L .g
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Appendix - Details of Instruments for Geophysical Survey

(a) Type of instrument;* Electromagnetic Survey: Ronka EM- 1 6, 
Serial #5, manufactured by Geonics Ltd. , of Toronto; SE-200, 
Serial #455 TP, Sharpe Instruments of Canada Ltd. , Toronto.

Specifications;" Ronka EM* 16: horizontal primary field from 
VLF transmitting station NAA, Cutler, Maine, freq. 17.8kHz, 
and NSS, Annapolis, Maryland, freq. 21. 4 kHz, selected by 
plug-in units; vertical measured field with in- phase and quad 
rature components with - l ft accuracy of readings, - 1 50ft 
range of measurements for in-phase and ~* 40ft for quadrature; 
null- detection by an earphone, real and quadrature components 
out-put read-out from mechanical dails; size 18 x 9. 5 x S. 5 in. ; 
receiver powered by six size AA penllght cells. Sharpe SE-200 - 
frequency 1250 c. p. s. ; separation up to 500' - 2* (null); batteries: 
2x8 volt #731 Eveready, l x 9 volt 1218 Eveready.

(c) Survey procedures;- For the Ronka EM- 1 6 survey, along north- 
south lines, the proper transmitting station (NAA) was selected 
with coil parallel to the primary field. Readings were taken 
with operator facing northerly along lines of the primary field. 
Both in-phase and out-of-phase readings were taken in percen 
tage. Station NSS was used for one traverse along the base line. 
For the SE-200 survey parallel line method was used, with 
transmitter located 400 feet to the west.
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Geophysical Survey Data 

on property of

D.B.Mc Willra ms
3 Claim Group

Paipoonge Township 

Port Arthur Mining Division, 

Ontario.

SCALE: 1"- 200' Oct. 1968. 
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